
From outdated databases 
to professional matter 
management with Knowliah  

CASE STUDY

In the evolving landscape of legal tech, more and more corporate legal departments are seeking efficiency 

enhancements. Global industrial coatings specialist allnex is no exception. To meet this demand,  

allnex is partnering with Knowliah, a leading SaaS solution for legal departments. Andreas Mestel, General 

Counsel EMEA at allnex, shares his positive experience implementing Knowliah’s technology globally. 



CASE STUDY

Warning: Don’t stay stuck in the past!

For two decades, allnex struggled with an 

outdated, internally developed database. 

The folder-based system, initially suitable 

for smaller volumes, became cumbersome 

as the company grew. This led to labor-

intensive processes, requiring assistance 

from various departments. Uploading and 

retrieving data were inefficient, hindering 

the legal department‘s effectiveness. 

Access to data is crucial for efficient 

Matter management as it empowers 

informed decision-making, enhances 

collaboration, and ensures a streamlined 

legal workflow.

To address these challenges, allnex sought a 

modern software database solution to:

 ¥ enhance user acceptance

 ¥ streamline tasks

 ¥ ensure compatibility with IT 

 architecture - while prioritizing   

data security

Surfing beyond the wave of matters instead of behind

Andreas Mestel from allnex found 

 Knowliah’s Legal Matter Management 

solution and liked it right away. Knowliah‘s 

solution met allnex’ core needs and stood 

out for its future-proof software. Why? 

 ¥ The strong search tool allowed legal 

professionals to do detailed searches, 

saving time on basic tasks and making 

content management smooth.

 ¥ The ability to automatically save emails 

from Outlook impressed the legal team, 

by making administrative tasks easier.

 ¥ Other notable features include a flexible 

reporting tool and the modularity of 

Knowliah’s product line, leaving room 

for growth with advanced features like 

contract drafting, approval manage-

ment, and e-signature integration.

“
Andreas Mestel - General Counsel EMEA

The modularity of Knowliah’s product line  

allows us to expand considerably and  

further integrate contract drafting solutions,  

approval management, and e-signature.
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The Key to Succes is: 

READY FOR YOUR  

SUCCESS STORY?

info@stp.one
+49 721 82 81 5-0 CASE STUDY

Benefits are served, straight on your plate 

Fast & Empowered Legal Ops 

Thanks to Knowliah, allnex’ legal depart-

ment has undergone a remarkable transfor-

mation. Document filing and management, 

once a time-consuming hassle, are now 

smooth and efficient. Corporate lawyers 

now have better control over their files, a 

significant upgrade from before. 

Exit dull database. Welcome international 

legal powerhouse! 

Knowliah has made using allnex’s database 

easy and intuitive. No more complex 

workarounds to access important informa-

tion quickly. Lawyers can now confidently 

rely on an up-to-date database that is 

instantly accessible worldwide. 

Major bonus: love at first sight between 

legal & the business

Customizing Knowliah for allnex prompted a 

re-evaluation of their legal processes. This 

unexpected outcome resulted in significant 

improvements, boosting overall efficiency 

and effectiveness.

From now on, legal and other departments 

can work together more efficiently. How? 

By sharing insights and information in 

real-time. Knowliah has truly enhanced the 

teamwork, making the flow of information 

between departments a breeze.


